Reuters-TIMA Location Services
Breaking News facilities

Focus on the Story: Industry leading
Location Services and Superior Support
Be the first to report on the scene of the world’s major breaking news stories.
From the Paris shootings to the Philippines’ typhoon: Reuters-TIMA’s invaluable
local knowledge, together with strategically-placed broadcast and satellite
resources in regional hubs, enables rapid deployment to the scene of breaking
stories, whenever and wherever they occur.
•

Broadcast quickly on location when news breaks
Crews and flyaway/truck mounted satellite uplink dishes situated on every
continent, together with access to a comprehensive satellite and fiber network
allows you to broadcast live from anywhere in the world.

•

Concentrate on the story, not the logistics
Live positions, logistical & editorial support, satellite & internet connectivity,
and access to Reuters content* on the ground: everything you need to deliver
high quality coverage that stands out from the competition.

•

Reduced cost, improved reporting
Report on location without the cost and hassle of sending large crews and
kit across borders.

•

Local and technical expertise
Benefit from Reuters-TIMA’s highly experienced field producers and broadcast
engineers for local knowledge and technical expertise.

*for Reuters subscribers only
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Reuters-TIMA Location Services

provide everything needed to report and broadcast
live from key news events and from the scene of major
breaking news.
Elections to summits, sports to natural disasters; the
unrivalled editorial infrastructure of Reuters, combined
with the technical expertise of TIMA, offers a highly
skilled team of camera operators, producers, engineers
and editorial consultants, to deliver superior coverage
and customer support, enabling clients to concentrate
on the story itself.

Contact us for more information:
Phone: +44 (0) 207 024 9680
Email: bookings@reuters-tima.com
Website: reuters-tima.com
Twitter: @ReutersTIMA
@ReutersAgency
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